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Five kids will be chosen to fight the darkness that is trying to control the world.These five kids will be
given elemental powers that they will use to fight.
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1 - The Beginning

     In this world there is a darkness lurking around every corner.Only the five chosen ones can stop
it.Five kids lives are about to drastickly change.

Logan Hayes was struck by lightning.Stephen Green was hit by a tornado.Maddison Rodery collided
with a tidal wave.Seth Fisher got trapped in a burning building.Charity Freeman fell into the ground when
an earthquake hit.All survived and all changed forever.

Each started to notice outward changes to their appearances.Logan's hair turned yellow and got
lightning strikes down his arms.Stephen's hair turned pure white and got swirls down his arms.Maddison
got streaks of blue in her hair and got blue streaks above her eyes.Seth's hair turned red and got flames
down his arms.Charity got brown streaks down her hair and got brown streaks above her eyes.But these
werent the only changes.Deep within they were developing great powers.

The day after these events each awoke and wondered if it really happened.Their about to find out.Logan
Hayes woke up and thought it was just a dream.But when he went to the mirror he saw that it wasnt.He
got scared and sparks shot from his fingers.

Logan said:What the hell is going on?What is happening?BANG!What was that.Hey its a note attached
to my window.

The note said:I know you are scared and dont know whats happening.But if you want to learn more
come to the old foundry at 12:00 o clock.

Logan said:Well I guess I have no choice.I need to know whats going on and I will get answers.

The same thing happened to the other four and all decided to check it out.So they will go and walk
towards thier destinies.

       NEXT TIME ON ELEMENTAL:What awaits the chosen ones?Will they find out what they are and
run?Or will they embrace their destiny?



2 - Heroes

      Logan arrived at the old foundry at 11:55.He wanted to get there early to check it out.When he got there he ran into Stephen
Green.Logan:What am I doing here?I dont even know if that note was real.Stephen:Thats what I was thinking.Logan:Who are you?Stephen:Im
Stephen Green.I got a note that said to meet here.Logan:You got that note too.Then you must be changing too.Stephen:Yeah.Well I guess we
should go in.They opened the door to the foundry but were shocked by what they saw.The other three chosen ones were waiting inside.

Logan:Who are you?Maddison:We all got notes that said to come here.We havent seen anyone else here besides us.Seth:Well I guess the only
thing we can do is wait.

So they waited for five more minutes.At 12:00 a door in the back of the foundry swung open.Then a strange man emerged.The Man:So I see
everyone came good that makes my job a lot easier.Logan:Who are you and what are we doing here?The Man:My name is Kojo.I know you have a
lot of questions and all will be answered.First I will explain what is happening to you.All through time there has been a darkness.With each day
that passes the darkness grows stronger.There is a prophecy that says that five chosen worriors with the power to control the elements.These
five chosen worriors are supposed to fight the darkness.You are those worriors or heroes.Stephen:We are supposed save the whole world from
this darkness.The only thing I have ever saved is a cat from a tree.I cant even control these powers much less use them to fight.Kojo:I am going
to train you to control your powers.Charity:What if we dont want these powers?What if we want to go back to our regular lives.Kojo:Well that is
up to you.But remember the fate of the world lies on your desicion.Logan:Well im in.Im not going to let my family be hurt by this
darkness.Stephen:Im in too.Maddison:So am I.Seth:Well I guess im in too.Kojo:Well Charity are you in or out.Charity:In.

Kojo:Ok then lets get started.Who is going to be the first one to train with me.Logan:Im going first.I want to get a handle on this right
now.Kojo:Alright then fallow me.

 

 

NEXT TIME ON ELEMENTAL:Logan is heading deaper into his destiny.What dangers await him as he starts his training?



3 - Training

   Now Logan will begin his training and start mastering his element.But will Kojo's training be to
dangerous?We will have to find out.

Kojo:Fallow me.Logan:Where are we going?Kojo:There is a secret training ground under the
foundry.Logan:No there isnt.Me and my friends came here all the time and we never found a
hidden room.Kojo:Thats why its hidden.Its right through here.Logan:There's nothing here its just
a wall.

Kojo touches the wall in a strange way and suddenly the room starts to shake.Then a giant door
appears.Kojo:See.Logan:Thats huge.Kojo opens the door and there is a huge place.It was bigger
than the foundry itself.

Logan:What is this place?Kojo:This is where you are going to be training for the next
day.Logan:Ok then lets get started right now.Kojo:Alright lets begin.

Kojo throws a large rock at Logan.When Logan saw the rock coming at him he put his hands out
in defence.When he did that a bolt of lightning shot out of his hand.

Logan:What the hell are you doing?That could have hit me right in the face.Kojo:But did you see
what happened?You stopped it with your power.Logan:I did.Kojo:I was trying to see if you would
use them in a situation when you were in danger.It worked.Now you need to control it.Logan:Ill
do what ever it takes.Kojo:Then concentrate and try to see the power inside you.When you do
that just bring it to the surface.Logan:I can see the power.Kojo:Good now bring it out.Logan:I
feel it.Come on come on.

All of a sudden Logan's hands start to glow and sparks fly from them.Logan:I did it.Kojo:Good
now you need to try to use it.Now picture a ball of energy in your head.Then form it in you
hands.Logan:Ok I can do this.Logan begins to think about what Kojo told him.When he does he
quickly gets it right.But he does more.He fired the ball of lightning at the ground.

Kojo:That was great.Now you are farther than you would have been.Ok this time you are going to
try to knock me down.If you can do that you will pass your training and i will help you with more
powerful moves.Use any attacks you can come up with while fighting me.But remember ill fight
back.

So Logan tries to knock down Kojo.He even learns some new moves while doing this.Logan fire
a lightning ball at him.He dodges.So Logan fires another and another.Kojo:Your never going to
hit me like that.So Logan tries something differant.He gathers the lightning to his hands and
feet.Now when he attack he sends a stream of lightning through the enemy.Logan:How about
this?Logan goes and attacks but now Kojo attacks back.Logan starts to get tired and hurt.

Logan:I must do this!I have to beat him!NOW!Logan starts to get mad and he gathers enough



power to fill his body and forms it.He makes it into a big ball of lightning.Then he fires it at Kojo.It
is coming at him so he tries to block it but its to powerful.Kojo gets knocked down on his
back.Logan:I did it.I knocked you down.Kojo:You did very well.You pass.Logan:You said you
would teach me some harder moves.Kojo:I did say that but you have learned a powerful move on
your own.The only thing left I have to teach you is how to form a weapon.Logan:A
weapon?Kojo:Yes,all you have to do is think of a weapon.Then form the image of it in your mind
and make it with the power of the lightning.Logan:Ok I think I can do that.

So Logan forms the image in his head and makes it.The weapon he chose was a sword.The size
of his body.Kojo:That is great but will it slow you down?Logan:No it feels light to
me.Kojo:Good.It looks like your done.You just need to train on your own.Logan:Ok then just
show me the way out.Kojo:Wait I have one more thing to show you.

Kojo pulls out a stack of clothes.Kojo:These are for you in your journey.There is a shirt that is
black and pants that are golden.A necklace with a lightning bolt attached.They had a
glow.Kojo:You look good in them.Alright lets go.

NEXT TIME ON ELEMENTAL:Logan steps out and show the others his new power.But now the
others must do there training.Who will go next?
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